WebNMS Fishing Vessel
Remote Surveillance System
The WebNMS Remote Monitoring System is a mechanism to track fishing vessel's location, monitor
the health of the vessel and report real time data through a Global Positioning System. The commercial
vessels can be tracked and its activity can be monitored with the aid of this Remote Surveillance
mechanism. Besides, the position of boats in the sea, its route taken in national and international
waters can be monitored and tracked, real time. The data gets relayed through satellite tracking
system

How does it work?
Diverse data from the fishing vessel such as its position, speed, geographic location and health are monitored
and transmitted over the internet to the users at the shore. The WebNMS IoT platorm enables sensors put into
the system, capture real time values and relay them via a gateway to a remote Fisheries Monitoring Center.
Some of the critical data such as 'latitude, longitude, speed, distance etc are tracked and periodic reports get
generated. This satellite based solution captures all the and relays data streams, with the aid of sensors
installed in the vessel.
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Highlights
Real - time location tracking and geo - tagging

General vessel health monitoring

Geo - fencing

Movement detection

Timely status updates

Integration of monitoring system with other functionalities
like tracking storage condition of the catch

Prompt alerts in case of anomalies
Smooth ship to shore communication
Periodic performance reports

Integration of the system with ERP
Additionally, the solution can help monitor storage
condition of the catch, such as temperature, humidity etc.

Can avoid boarder regulation issues

Business
Benefits

Security
Reduced operational cost
Improved fleet management
Improved decision making
Better control over remote assets

About WebNMS IoT
The Remote Fishing Vessel Monitoring Solution is built on one of the most prmoninant IoT Platforms in the
world. WebNMS IoT is a leader in terms of having several capabilities tied into a single, unified platform. It
is engineered to cater to concerns pertaining to 'energy, remote secuirty and location tracking with on board diagnostics'. Apart from a highly customizable and robust platform, WebNMS has a portfolio of ready
to deploy IoT solutions such as ATM site manager, Cell Tower manager, Power grid manager, Solar power
and Windmill Manager, DCIM etc. The open platform enables

www.webnms.com/iot

iot-sales@webnms.com

